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Abstract

Supervised music representation learning has
been performed mainly using semantic labels
such as music genres. However, annotating mu-
sic with semantic labels requires time and cost.
In this work, we investigate the use of factual
metadata such as artist, album, and track infor-
mation, which are naturally annotated to songs,
for supervised music representation learning. The
results show that each of the metadata has individ-
ual concept characteristics, and using them jointly
improves overall performance.

1. Introduction
Representation learning of music has been recently per-
formed by supervised deep learning using semantic labels
such as genres, moods and instruments (Choi et al., 2017;
Lee & Nam, 2017). However, annotating music with such
semantic labels requires significant time and cost and the la-
bels are often ambiguous, resulting in disagreement among
annotators (Kim et al., 2017). Meanwhile, metadata such as
artist labels require no cost and they are factual information
with no ambiguity. We recently investigated the possibility
of using artist information for representation learning of mu-
sic and evaluated it in transfer learning settings (Park et al.,
2018). The results showed that the learned representation
is comparable to those using the semantic labels. In this
work, we extend the use of music metadata to album and
track information, which are more specific levels than the
artist information. We use a similarity-based learning model
following the previous work and also report the effects of
the number of negative samples and training samples.
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Figure 1. Joint learning model using artist, album, and track infor-
mation.

2. Models
Figure 1 illustrates the overview of representation learning
model using artist, album, and track information. Following
the previous work, we use a Siamese-style Convolutional
Neural Network (CNN) with multiple negative samples1.
We build one large model that jointly learns artist, album,
and track information and three single models that learns
each of artist, album, and track information separately for
comparison. The single model basically takes anchor sam-
ple, positive sample, and negative samples based on the
similarity notion. For example, in the artist similarity con-
cept, positive and negative samples are selected based on
whether the sample is from the same artist as the anchor
sample. We should note that the model takes a segment of
audio (e.g. 3 second long), not the whole chunk of the song
audio. Thus, in the track similarity concept, positive and
negative samples are chosen based on whether the sample
segment is from the same track as the anchor segment. Fi-
nally, we construct a joint learning model by simply adding
three loss functions from the three similarity concepts, and
share model parameters for all of them.

1In this work, we used twice the number of filters for all layers.
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Table 1. Hold-out positive and negative sample prediction.

LEARNED
CONCEPT

ARTIST ALBUM TRACK
ARTIST

+ALBUM
+TRACK

ARTIST 0.680 0.634 0.539 0.686
ALBUM 0.732 0.822 0.653 0.763
TRACK 0.922 0.958 0.971 0.945

Table 2. Transfer learning experiment. Baseline results are gener-
ated by performing genre classification directly without transfer
learning.

LEARNED
CONCEPT

GENRES
(BASELINE) ARTIST ALBUM TRACK

ARTIST
+ALBUM
+TRACK

GTZAN 0.547 0.724 0.652 0.564 0.745
FMA SMALL 0.533 0.598 0.560 0.463 0.593

NAVER KOREAN 0.720 0.662 0.641 0.549 0.663

3. Experiments and Evaluations
The four models are trained with Million Song Dataset
(MSD) and its artist and album metadata (Bertin-Mahieux
et al., 2011). We first build two splits based on each artist
and album information. The artist split is the same as the
previous work, which has 20 songs for each artist. For the
album split, we selected 10 songs for each album and used
twice as many albums to match the number of training sam-
ples of artist. Then, 10 songs of one album are divided into 8
songs, 1 song, and 1 song for training, validation and testing.
The artist split is twice these numbers. For the validation
sampling of artist or album concept, the positive sample
is selected from the training set and the negative samples
are chosen from the validation set based on the validation
anchor’s concept. For the track concept, it basically follows
the artist split, and the positive sample for the validation
sampling is chosen from the other part of the anchor song.

The evaluation is conducted in two ways: 1) hold-out posi-
tive and negative sample prediction and 2) transfer learning
experiment. The hold-out positive and negative sample pre-
diction was designed to see how well the models distinguish
each concept. The evaluation is conducted on the test set
of the above splits. For the artist and album concept, the
positive sample is selected from the validation set and the
negative samples are from test set based on the anchor’s
concept. In this evaluation, the random guess is 20% when
the model uses 4 negative samples. The transfer learning
experiment is performed on three external genre classifi-
cation datasets including GTZAN (a fault-filtered version)
(Tzanetakis & Cook, 2002; Kereliuk et al., 2015), FMA
small (Defferrard et al., 2017), and NAVER Korean (Park
et al., 2018). In this experiment, the learned representation
is extracted and injected into a linear softmax classifier. This
experiment was designed to see the generalization ability of

Table 3. The effect of the number of negative samples. The model
is trained with 1000 artists, 2000 albums, and its related track
concepts.

NUMBER OF
NEGATIVE SAMPLES

1 2 4 8 16

GTZAN 0.665 0.663 0.681 0.702 0.711
FMA SMALL 0.544 0.535 0.568 0.573 0.578

NAVER KOREAN 0.643 0.634 0.658 0.676 0.673

Table 4. The effect of the number of training samples. The model
is trained with 4 negative samples with artist, album, and track
concepts. The number of albums used is twice the number of
artists.

NUMBER OF
TRAINING ARTISTS

500 1000 2000 5000 10000

GTZAN 0.638 0.681 0.706 0.745 0.755
FMA SMALL 0.517 0.568 0.588 0.593 0.603

NAVER KOREAN 0.636 0.658 0.668 0.663 0.686

the learned representations. For both evaluations, we used a
model trained with 5000 artists (or/and 10000 albums) with
4 negative samples. After grid search, the margin values of
loss function were set to 0.4, 0.25, and 0.1 for artist, album,
and track concepts, respectively.

4. Results
The result of hold-out positive and negative sample predic-
tion is shown in Table 1. We can see that each of the models
performs best when the concept matches between the train-
ing set and test set. Also, the jointly learned model achieves
good performance for all concepts.

The transfer learning experiment result is shown in Table
2. The artist model shows the best performance among the
three single concept models, followed by the album model.
This is probably because the genre classification task is
more similar to the artist concept discrimination than album
or track. The jointly learned model slightly outperforms
the artist model. Finally, we included the baseline results
obtained by performing genre classification directly with-
out transfer learning. The results show that transfer learn-
ing using large music corpora with the factual metadata is
highly effective in the GTZAN and FMA datasets, but not
in NAVER dataset. This was due to the cross-cultural differ-
ences between the source and target datasets when looking
closely at class-wise performances.

The effects of the number of negative samples and the num-
ber of training samples are shown in Table 3 and Table 4,
respectively. We can see that increasing the number of nega-
tive samples and the number of training songs improves the
model performance as expected.
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